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Figure 1: Our compression algorithm encodes the 3D mesh and its texture into a single compressed file (the compressed size is 1.75MB for
this example). This file can then be streamed, decompressed and visualized progressively on the Web browser (JavaScript implementation).
Texture seams are well preserved even in coarse levels of details.

Concepts: •Computing methodologies → Graphics file for-
mats; Image compression;

1 Introduction

The introduction of the WebGL API for rendering 3D graphics
within the browser has boosted the development of 3D Web ap-
plications. However, even with the increase of available network
bandwidth, delivering 3D content on the Web still suffers from la-
tency. An efficient way to remove the latency is to compress the 3D
content in a way that allows streaming and progressive decoding i.e.
by generating levels of detail (LoDs). Several solutions have been
proposed for such progressive delivery of 3D web content [Ponchio
and Dellepiane 2015], however they are mostly suitable for geomet-
ric information only, while most of 3D assets also own textures. The
multiresolution representation and compression of textured meshes
are actually difficult problems, which involve too main issues: (1)
how to deal with texture seams during the LoD generation and (2)
how to optimally multiplex mesh and texture LoDs in order to op-
timize the visual fidelity of the multi-resolution representation. In
this context, we introduce a progressive compression algorithm for
progressive visualization of textured 3D models on the Web.

2 Our progressive compression approach

The progressive compression scheme. Our encoding process is
based on iterative simplifications. At each simplification step a set
of vertices are removed and the data necessary for their insertion, at
the decoding, are recorded; these data contain connectivity (vertex
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valences), geometry (vertex coordinates quantized and predicted)
and texture coordinates (quantized and predicted). These data are
then fed to an entropic coder which produces a very compact binary
file. This compressed file can then be streamed, decompressed and
visualized progressively on a Web browser, thanks to an optimized
parallel JavaScript/WebGL implementation.
Handling the texture seams. A texture seam occurs when
a same vertex owns multiple texture coordinate pairs asso-
ciated with distinct parts of the texture (see vertices asso-
ciated with both red and green texture parts in the figure).
Texture seams are al-
most always present
in 3D models how-
ever very few simpli-
fication or compres-
sion algorithms are
able to handle them. Firstly, they are difficult to represent and com-
press since u,v coordinates are not associated with vertices but with
corners ((vertex,face) tuples) and second, these vertices cannot be
removed without damaging much the visual quality. Our solution
is to create an invisible triangle strip in place of these seams and to
prevent as far as possible the removal of the vertices from this strip.
Progressive texture compression. The compression of the texture
map is done with Progressive JPEG. Then, mesh and texture LoDs
are multiplexed to optimize the rate-distortion tradeoff.

3 Results

Our approach provides excellent compression rates and thus allows
interactive visualization by providing, very fast, high quality ap-
proximation of the 3D models even for huge 3D assets with huge
textures. In the example from the teaser the size has been reduced
from 63 to 1.75 MB, and we obtain a very good approximation by
reading only 500KB of the compressed file.
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